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ABSTRACT

In this paper, we present a combination of trellis 

coded vector quantization and code-excited linear pre

diction coding, termed trellis excitation coding (TEC), 

for an efficient 4.8 kbps speech coding system. A train

ing sequence-based algorithm is developed for design

ing an optimized codebook subject to the TEC struc

ture. Also, we discuss 사le trellis symbol release rules 
that avoid excessive encoding delay. Finally, simula

tion results for the TEC coder are given at bit rate of 

4.8 kbps.

I. INTRODUCTION
Good quality speech coding at bit rates under 8 

kbps has a growing number of applications for efficient 

digital transmission and storing of speech data. Tra- 

ditiona] waveform coders can provide good speech at 

bit rates above 16 kbps, but their performance drops 

rapidly for lower rates. On the other hand, traditional 

vocoder techniques enable one to encode speech at 

very low rates, but the perceptual quality is limited, 

even for relatively large bit rates (4 to 9.6 kbps).

At the lower bit rates, better encoders are obtained 

by hybrid methods, such as code-excited linear predic

tion (CELP) [1] and multi-pulse excitation (MPE) [2]. 

These coders use linear predictive coding (LPC) tech

niques [3] for removing the short-term correlation of 

the speech signal. Instead of quantizing the resulting 

residual signal instantaneously, as in traditional adap

tive predictive coding (APC) [4], this signal is quan

tized on a delayed decision basis using an analysis-by- 

synthesis approach.

CELP coder is one very promising speech coding 

system at low bit rates (below about 8 kbps) which 

we now focus. CELP coding does not require a scalar 

quantization procedure, but chooses the excitation se

quence from a given codebook. Hence, two important 

research issues in CELP coding are the design and 

search procedures of a codebook.

Trellis coded quantization (TCQ) (티 is a type of 
trellis coding that labels the trellis branches with sub

sets of reproduction symbols. Trellis coded vector 
quantization (TCVQ) [6] is a generalization of TCQ 

that allows vector codebook branch labels. Hence the 

novel feature of TCVQ is the partitioning of an ex

panded set of vector quantization codewords into sub

sets and the labeling of the trellis branches with these 

subsets. In [6], three different structures were given 

for incorporating vector quantization with TCQ. We 

consider only the structure 1 formulation in this paper. 

Lefs consider encoding £-dimensional source vectors 

at a rate of Rc bits/dimension. If we assume the prod

uct ReL to be an integer, a traditional VQ would have 

an encoding rate of Re bits/dimension and out

put symbols. In the TCVQ structure 1 encoder, we 

construct a "super” codebook, S, of 么凡舛")'vector 

codewords, where R is called the "rate expansion fac- 

tor" (in bits per dimension). Consider an JV-state trel

lis with 2m branches entering and leaving each trellis 
state, with M an integer satisfying M < ReL. Let 

K = RL + M and partition the codebook into 2* sub* 

sets, denoted as S2, . . ., S2a■- Each subset consists 
of exactly 2戶丄-」이 vectors. Each branch of an jV-state 

tr시lis is labeled with one of 나le subsets. Given the 
above structure and an initial state in the trellis, the 

encoding is performed as follows [6]:

1. For each source vector, x, find the optimal code

word and the corresponding distortion, d、、in 

each subset St.

2. Consider the branch metric for a branch labeled 

with subset S\ to be 사le distortion found in 1, 
and use the Viterbi algorithm [7] to determine 

the minimum distortion survivor path through 

the tr이

M bits/vector are used to specify the best trellis path. 

The remaining (RrL — M) bits/vector are used to 

specify the codeword in the selected (branch) sub

set. Thus, ReL bits/vector are used to specify the 

sequence of codewords corresponding to the minimum 

distort ion path through the trellis. That is, the actual 

transmission rate is bits/dimension.

For memoryless sources, the TCVQ scheme offers 

significant improvement over vector quantization. In 

this paper, we develop an effective low-rate speed) 

coder 나]at incorporates TCVQ in the CELP struc
ture. The resulting system is referred to as a trellis 

excitation coding (TEC) sysi.ern. The encoding rate 

under considerat ion is 4.8 kbps.

II. TRELLIS EXCITATION CODING
The trellis excitation coder is a hybrid speech coder 

which uses the analysis-by-synthesis approach with 

the trellis coding. The basic structure of the TEC 

coder is shown in Fig. 1. The short-term predictor 

A(z} is described as

刀⑵=£ akz~k, (1) 
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where a15 a2,.. . , ap are the p th order LPC parameters. 

The long-term predictor P(z) is represented by

P(£) = 如厂牌7)+ 奶厂修 + 니 "I), (2)

where 妃 62, and b3 are three predictor coefficients and 
Mp describes a pitch delay in the range 16-143 sam

ples. The speech production model includes two adap

tive cascaded LPC synthesis filters l/4(z) and 1/P(2), 

a TCVQ "super" codebook of excitation vectors 

and a gain term G. A transfer function appropriate for 

the weighting filter is W(z') — A(z)//l(z/7)[8], where 

A(z) includes the quantized predictor parameters and 

0 < 7 < 1. The purpose of the perceptual weighting 

filter W(z) is to shape the spectra of the noise signal 

so that it is similar to the spectra of the speech signal, 
thus using the masking effect of the human ear [9|. 

Once the prediction coefficients and pitch period are 

found for each frame and encoded, the original speech 

vectors s(n) within that frame are encoded. Suppose 

an A'-state trellis has been searched using the Viterbi 

algorithm to a time index of n - 1. The memory hang

over vector of the cascaded filters 1/P(z) and A(z)

章(지 = 同 3) 濟;3), - - .，売(浒卩

is computed based on the survivor path ending at node 

i at time (n 一 1). There are N different vectors, one 
for each trellis state. Assuming the pitch delay Mp is 

such that Mp > L + 1. the memory hangover vector of 

the pitch predictor is described as

vl(^)=同("J刑(心•…丑(心' (幻

with 丿

g) = E "， ⑴

where

* _ j 祈一 k*) for I > I* 
히[ 妃I < /* ，

炉 =「쏘/2], /■ = Mp + j — k* L, and the vector se

quence {v\zz — &)} is the encoded version of the pitch 

predictor output, related to the survivor path ending 

at node i a.t time n — 1. The memory hangover vector 
s'fn) of the cascaded filters \ IP(z} and 1/A(z) is then 

written a$

.弓 3)=

Z旗;"LjS) + EjlTo %+成一- 1)

+허3) for L > p

疔二％礼jS) +民W如应一小一 1)

+ …+ Qj+Hf"盅- 1 — rn)

+ 祈(九) for L < p.

where m = [다〕, and the vector sequence {s'(n — 幻} 
is the encoded version of the input, speech vector se

quence {s(?2 — k)}, related to the survivor path end

ing at node i at time (n — 1). The vector z!(n) is 

determined by subtracting the memcry hangover out

put s'(n) from s(n). zJ(n) is 나le reconstructed vector 
generated by each TCVQ subset codeword c; scaled 

by the gain G. The weighted prediction error is then 

given by

ej(n) = W(z,(n) -zJ(n))

=诺(n), (6)

where W is a 乙 by L lower triangular matrix described 
in terms of the impulse response w(n) of the weighting 

filter, and z；〃(n) and z^(n) are the frequency weighted 

versions of the vectors zl(n) and zJ(n), respectively. 

The weighted synthesis filter output is

허M) = GHq, (7)

where H is a £ by Z lower triangular matrix with 

terms determined by the impulse response, say h(n), 

of the combined pitch, formant, and weighting filters. 

For a given transition branch in the trellis, the optimal 

TCVQ subset codeword is determined to minimize the 

squared Euclidean distance Since the vec

tors z^(n.) only need be computed once for each trel

lis transition, their computation is only a small part, 

of the encoder's computational complexity. The gain 

parameter G is obtained by computing the root mean 

square value of the forward prediction error for each 

group of Lg consecutive sptsech samples.

Assume an A'-state tr시lis is used to encode to a 
vector index of n — 1. Given the survivor paths ending 

at time n — 1, the N survivor paths at time n can be 

determined as follows. Let be the over

all distortion related to the survivor path ending at. 

node i at time n — 1. Assume there are 2M branches 

labeled with subsets entering and leaving each node. 

We denote the subset, associated with the branch leav
ing node i and entering node k as Sf. Let. the 2M 

nodes at time n — 1 with branches entering node k be 

. Z2? ■ ■ ■ 1 ■ The updated survivor path ending at

node k at time n is determined by finding for each 

branch entering state k al time n, the best, subset 

codeword thiit minimizes the distortion between the 

weighted input vector z：,(n) and the weighted synthc- 

sis vector Let this best codeword from subset

Sf be c$. Th財, cf is the codeword c from 야 that. 
minimizes

IZ") —快 I = a 北，. . .山心

I lien, we compute the overall distortion associated 

wit,h each of the 2jW possible paths lo node k a.I. 1 inn1 

n and select tlie path with tlie n)iiiiii：uni distortion as 

the updated survivor patJi ending at state k. 1'lius. 

1 lie TCVQ TniiiiTitizatiun procedure conipules

4(zw,Zw) = niin — &Hc"| 分.
Vi 用，…,*/ }

After all N survivor paths at time n are determined, 

the time index is incremented and the process is r(' 

pcated until a certain depth corresponding to positive 

integer multiples of the vector dimension. L.

M bits per vector t.o 이xrify the best trellis path ami 
R—L — Xi bits per vecl.or to indicate the subset 

word arc transniitted. In the receiver, t.he transmitted 

data produce a sequence of codewords. Each c(jcleword 

is scaled by (>. the corresponding quantized gain. The 

resulting signal is passed through I lie pitch and for

mant predictors to produc<? tlie reconstructed version 

of the input speedi vector s(n).

III. TEC OPTIMAL CODEBOOK DESIGN
In this section, we will introduce a procedure for 

designing the optimal "super" codebook, subject to 

the TEC structure, by applying the generalized Lloyd 
algorithm [10] t o a training sequence of input vectors 

z(n). l?or cadi optimization iteration, the updated 

codebook is optimal for the current input sequence 

in the sense that the perceptual weighted distortion 

between the input vectors z(n) and the reconstructed 

vectors z(zi) is minimized, llowever, since any change 

of the codebook alters the input sequence, convergence 

of the design algorithm can not be assured.
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As an initial "super" codebook, we use a random 

codebook in which each codeword is constructed of 

samples of an unit-variance white Gaussian process. 

We 사lose the Gaussian distribution since the proba

bility density function of the prediction error se이uencc 

(after both formant and pitch predictions) is reason

ably modeled as white and Gaussian [11]. Given the 

initial codebook, the initial subsets arc formed based 

on Ungerboeck's signal set partitioning method [12],

The codebook optimization algori나}m of the TE(、 
encoder is described as follows and is similar lo the 

algori사im for structure 1 optimization in [()]. (liven 

a training in put sequence, A' and an initial ccd 나)o()k. 
S', set " = 1, and at iteration k:

1. Encode the training sequence using the Viterbi 

algorithm and the TCVQ structure with code

book Sk. Denote the resulting distortion as

")=点 E 財(n) —dHcf|E. 

s(n)e，¥

2. Partition the input vectors z(n) associated with 

the training sequence into sets Q：, so t hat z(") £ 

Q* if and only if its weighted version z(„(n) was 

encoded as CHc"

3. Update 나ic I CVQ codebook as Sk + } l)y

c； = ( E /h’h广'E r；H7z(r/.).
而)沖

Set k = k + \ and go to step 1.
Since t.lie input vect.ors z(n) compul.ecl from the 

speech signal arc(:lep(?ndent on t he curr('itt t'xcii at ion 

codebook. is not guaranteed t.o (k'creasc mono- 

tonically with k. 'I'ypically. a large (iecrcase of E is 

obtained in the first f('w iterations. The optimization 

process can be halted by a suitable termination cri

teria. hi this paper. Hie process is slopped alter 12 

iterations. The cod시)。()k Sk gencriiting the miiiiuiuiri 
distori ion is selected as t，he "optimai" T(‘VQ code

book.

IV. SYMBOL RELEASE RULE

If we search the entire trellis before releasing any 

symbols, the best performance can be achieved. How

ever. this search introduces excessive encoding delay, 

and a trellis symbol release rule corresponding to a 

suboptimiiin slralegy is required in a practical speech 

coding system.
The symbol release rule considered herein is sim

ilar to 나in [6] and is described as follows. Let. 

Kr > I and Kg > 0 define, respectively. 니}。num

ber of branch symbols released and the 山'plh of lhe 

tr시lis search at, which a hard decision is made. Sup

pose the t,r시lis encoding has proceeded to a saniph' 

n = ]Kr, J an integer. rI'he survivor path wil li 나)” 
minimum distortion is traced back K, + lx,( bran사ics、 
and the Kr branch symbols (codewords) wr心pond- 

ing to samples j Kr 一 Kd 一 Kr, - . .、j Kt …I、d - 1 arc 
released. Define the node that the l)est survivor path 

at sample j Kr passes through at sample J KT ■- K,丄 as 
虬 - 為).Each survivor path at sample j Kr is 

traced back to sample jl<r 一 /&. If th。resulting node 

is not z"(j Kt - K涉)、then the associated survivor met,- 
ric at sample jl\r is set to oc. If tlu* resulting node 

is z*(jKt - KQ, then no change is made. This effec
tively “prunes" all survivor paths that would lead to 

an inconsistent trellis path. The performance of the 

coder is expected to increase at 나le expense of longer 

encoding d시ay as KT or/and K& increase. Hence, Kr 
and l\d are generally selected as large as permissible 

in each application.

V. EXPERIMENTAL RESULTS

In this section, we evaluate the effectiveness of 

TIC(' coders at, low bit rates. Both Korean and English 

sentences arc used to evaluate encoding performance. 

In each language. Sentences 1, 3, 6, and 7 were used to 

design t he coder, and sentences 1 -5 wore used to eval

uate tl)(' coder performance. The TEC coding system 

t'ncodcs three clifFt'rt'nt. parameters (gain, formant, and 

pitch parameters) as the side information. The quant,i- 

za.l i(m lev('!s for the scalar quantization of gain param

eters were designed by applying tli(* generalized Lloycl 

algorit Inn to a training seqiumcc. The formant coef- 

licienls arc first, t ransfoniied to LSP paranicters [13}, 

and tJi('n predictive Lr시Hs coded quantization (T(；Q) 

schenie 卩이 is applied to quantize the LSP parame

ters. I'hc pitch coefficients art' 1 realc(i as vectors and 

encoded by v('ctor rjuant izatiou techniques.

Table 3 presents the sinmlation results for the un- 

wt'igliicd ;ind weight(서 4,S kbps TE(‘ coders. The 
simulations using Korean sentences produced the av

erage SNR and SECSNR of 12.48 and 12.24 dB, m 

spcct,iv('ly. The simulations using Kuglish sentences 

tFie average SNR and SEC^SXR of 12.2 and 

1 1.23 dli. respectively. T()assess the subjective qua' 

ity of tlic 'l'E(' encoder, a FIX' "'constructed sentencf' 
Wris com paired with that，of a. //-law PCM systeni |L5] 

(〃二 255) operating at bit rates of 3 through 8 bits por 
s；unp]c. Iniorrnal hst<'iiing tests i[idical.(' 1 lit' ■,!.S kbps 

^ b'C system performs roughly- bef ween 나)(、5-bit and 
6-bit //-law 11 ('M with // = 255. hifbnna.1 listening 

ti'sts revealed that l.he advantage of error weighting 

is small, but ('an be heard. 1 or example a "\varbl('“ 

tioisf' in t he word "rob” of the English sentence，1 was 

r*''luc<'(l will) tin* weighting filter. An empirically uop- 

f imal'' value for 7 was found to b(' 0.8.

VI. CONCLUSIONS
An efl('ctive 4.8 kbps speech coding system, called 

I rcllis excitation coding (TEC), was introduced, which 

incor[)()i7ites TCVQ [6] in the ('FSLP structure [1]. Wc 

forrmilated such a. coinbiiiation of l'('VQ and ('ELP. 

A training se(|uence*based algorithm was 나xm intro 
<lu('(*d for iteratively designing tlie optiriKil codebooks 

subject to 나ic TEC structure. Also, we described 나)e 
trellis symbol “Tease rules. Then, simulation results 

for the4.8 kbps TI-'X ■ codt'r was presented in 

terms of SNR ami SE(；SNR. and tlie informal listen- 

ing tests.
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Figure 1. Block diagram of tbe TEC coder.

Table 1. Korean sentences Used to Eval니ate Encoding Performance.

1. 미는 피부 한 껍질 차이입니다. (Female)

2. 지나친 흡연은 건강을 해칩니다. (Female)

3. 이번겨울은 예년과 달리 포근합니다. (Male)

4. 과학기술은 경제발전의 원동력이다. (Male)

5. 일에서 십까지의 합은 오십오 입니다. (Male)

6. 어제 산 물건이 벌써 고장이 났다. (Male)

7. 올림픽은 전 인류의 축제입니다. (Female)

Table 2. English sentences Used to Evaluate Encoding Performance.

1. The pipe began to rust while new. (Female)

2. Add the sum to the product of these three. (Female)

3. Oak is strong and also gives shade. (Male)

4. Thieves who rob friends deserve jail. (Male)

5. Cats and dogs each hate the other. (Male)

6. Almost everything involved making the child mind. (Male)

7. The trouble with swimming is that you can drown. (Female)

Table 3. The Performance of the 4.8 kbps TEC Coder.

7

SNR/SEGSNR (dB)

Sentence Number

1 2 3 4 5

Korean 1 13.28/12.85 13.31/13.23 12.11/11.86 10.91/10.87 12.78/12.39

0.8 12.52/12.32 12.91/12.34 11.72/11.03 10.71/10.10 12.18/11.92

English 1 13.78/12.46 13.76/12.44 10.93/9.85 10.43/10.27 12.09/11.12

0.8 13.18/11.50 13.32/11.58 10.47/8.99 9.91/9.86 11.67/10.58
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